Correlative imaging study in the diagnosis of ovarian cancer recurrences. The INSERM Research Network (Nantes, Rennes, Reims, Villejuif, Saclay), France.
A correlative imaging study was carried out in 61 female patients previously treated for ovarian carcinoma. Upon suspicion of recurrence, abdominopelvic immunoscintigraphy (IS) using F(ab')2 fragments of indium-111-labelled OC 125 monoclonal antibody was performed in all patients, Ultrasonography (US) and computed tomography (CT) were performed 53 and 37 times, respectively. The diagnostic accuracy of the different imaging techniques was studied per site (abdomen and pelvis) and per patient. The diagnostic accuracy of planar scintigraphy (PS) was slightly lower than that of emission computed tomography (ECT): 66% vs 73% for abdomen, 65% vs 72% for pelvis, and 78% vs 84% in analysis per patient. The accuracy of IS (PS and ECT combined) was markedly better than that of US and CT for abdomen (IS = 73%; US = 30%; CT = 47%), pelvis (IS = 73%; US = 37%; CT = 52%) and analysis per patient (IS = 85%; US = 43%; CT = 59%). The results of IS and morphological imaging techniques (MIT: US and/or CT) were correlatively analysed with the frequency of recurrence. When IS and MIT were both negative, the frequency of non-recurrence was 14/23 for abdomen, 7/12 for pelvis and 8/13 in analysis per patient. On the other hand, when both IS and MIT were positive, the frequency of recurrence was high (9/9 for abdomen, 17/21 for pelvis and 24/26 for analysis per patient). It was also found that a positive IS associated with a negative MIT was still highly suggestive of recurrence (17/21 for abdomen, 16/22 for pelvis and 17/19 for analysis per patient).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)